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Abstract
Gastric adenocarcinoma of fundic gland type (GA-FG) 
with chief cell differentiation was recently proposed as 
an extremely rare type of gastric adenocarcinoma. Here, 
we report 4 cases of GA-FG with chief cell differentiation. 
Endoscopic features included a submucosal tumor shape 
or a flat shape, whitish discoloration and dilated vessels 
on the surface. The tumors were located in the upper or 
middle third of the stomach. All cases were preoperatively 
diagnosed as GA-FG by biopsy, and endoscopic sub-
mucosal dissection was performed. Resected specimens 
revealed well-differentiated adenocarcinomas resembling 
chief cells. Tumor cells were diffusely positive for pep-
sinogen-Ⅰ, but partially positive for H+/K+-ATPase in 
scattered locations around the tumor margin. Despite 
the presence of minimal invasion of the carcinoma into 
the submucosal layer, which was observed in two cases, 
neither lymphatic nor venous invasion was detected in 
any of the cases. Finally, all cases showed less aggressive 
clinical behavior with low grade malignancy.
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Core tip: Gastric adenocarcinoma of fundic gland type 
(GA-FG) with chief cell differentiation is a new and 
extremely rare type of gastric adenocarcinoma, and 
the clinicopathological features of GA-FG have thus not 
yet been elucidated. In the present study, we discuss 
4 cases of GA-FG that displayed low grade malignancy, 
slow-growth and less aggressive clinical behavior. 
Endoscopic submucosal dissection was performed and 
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complete tumor resection was confirmed pathologically. 
None of the patients showed any signs of recurrence 
during the follow-up periods. We decided to report 
these rare cases because of their distinct endoscopic 
and clinicopathological features and unique biological 
behaviors. 
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric carcinoma has been histologically classified into 
differentiated and undifferentiated types[1]. Following 
the advent of recent advanced techniques such as mucin 
histochemistry and immunohistochemistry, gastric 
adenocarcinomas can be classified as having either a 
gastric or an intestinal phenotype[2,3], irrespective of their 
histological features. Among the types of differentiated 
adenocarcinomas with gastric phenotypes, tumors of 
both the foveolar type and the pyloric gland type have 
been reported. However, gastric adenocarcinomas 
of fundic gland type (GA-FG) have been considered 
extremely rare. After several cases of GA-FG with a 
parietal cell phenotype were reported[4-9], a GA-FG 
with a chief cell differentiation was reported[10] and was 
proposed as a new entity of gastric adenocarcinoma[11]. 
Since this proposal, several cases of GA-FG have been 
reported[12-20], but it is still considered an extremely rare 
type of gastric cancer. In the present study, we describe 
4 cases of GA-FG with a chief cell differentiation, and 
evaluate their endoscopic findings, clinicopathological 
features and biological behaviors.

CASE REPORT
Between October 2010 and September 2014, among the 
30182 patients who underwent upper gastrointestinal 
endoscopy as part of a yearly check-up, 4 patients 
were diagnosed with GA-FG. The clinicopathological 
findings are summarized in Table 1. The two male 
and two female patients were between 42 and 62 
years of age. Concerning the gastric mucosa, atrophic 
changes with Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) infection 
were observed in two of the 4 cases. The tumors were 
located in the upper or middle third of the stomach, and 
some appeared as either submucosal tumor (SMT)-
like elevated lesions, whereas others had a flat shape. 
Faded or whitish discoloration and dilated vessels on the 
surface were also observed by conventional endoscopy 
(Figure 1). Neither irregular microvascular architecture 
nor an irregular microsurface pattern was detected by 
magnifying endoscopy with narrow band imaging. All 

of the tumors were smaller than 5 mm in diameter. 
Histological examination of the biopsy specimens showed 
well-differentiated adenocarcinomas composed of chief 
cell-like cells. No evidence of metastasis was observed 
on computed tomography. After a preoperative diagnosis 
of GA-FG, endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) was 
performed.

According to the hematoxylin and eosin staining, the 
tumors were primarily composed of well-differentiated 
adenocarcinoma with columnar cells that mimicked fundic 
gland cells (Figure 2). Irregularly anastomosing glands 
with mildly enlarged and hyperchromatic nuclei were 
also observed. Histologically, in all cases, the tumors 
arose within the deeper zone of the gastric mucosa and 
were covered with a non-neoplastic epithelium. Despite 
the small sizes of the tumors, minimal invasion of the 
submucosal layer by tumor cells was observed in 2 cases. 
However, none of the cases demonstrated lymphatic or 
venous invasion. Moreover, none of the endoscopically 
resected specimens showed atrophic changes or 
intestinal metaplasia in the surrounding mucosa.

Cell differentiation according to the expression of 
Mucin 2 (MUC2) (a marker of goblet cells), MUC5AC (a 
marker of gastric foveolar epithelium), MUC6 (a marker 
of mucous neck cells and pyloric glands), CD10 (a marker 
of the brush border), pepsinogen-I (a marker of chief 
cells), H +/K +-ATPase (a marker of parietal cells) was 
evaluated immunohistochemically (Table 2). The tumor 
cells were classified as the gastric mucin phenotype based 
on diffuse positive staining for MUC6 and negativity for 
MUC2 and CD10. Immunohistochemical staining showed 
diffuse positive staining for pepsinogen-I and limited 
positivity for H +/K +-ATPase in scattered locations around 
the tumor margin (Figures 3 and 4). Finally, all 4 cases 
were diagnosed as GA-FG with chief cell differentiation. 
Cell proliferation, which was based on the Ki-67 (MIB-1) 
labeling index, was lower than 5% in all cases. Complete 
tumor resection was confirmed pathologically without 
further treatment. No complications associated with ESD 
were observed. None of the patients showed any signs of 
recurrence during the follow-up periods.

DISCUSSION
Histologically, GA-FG is typically classified into a chief 
cell-predominant type, a parietal cell-predominant type, 
or a mixed type. GA-FG with chief cell differentiation 
has been considered extremely rare and has been pro-
posed as a new entity and pathologic subtype of gastric 
adenocarcinoma[11]. GA-FG is associated with distinct 
clinicopathological characteristics, tumor location (they 
arise within a deeper zone of the gastric mucosa), and 
histological features (high-frequency of submucosal 
invasion independent of tumor size) as well as mucin 
expression (stomach type), and low-grade malignancy 
(mild atypism, lack of lymphovascular invasion and low 
proliferative activity). Moreover, GA-FG is not associated 
with H. pylori infection[11]. In the present study, we 
describe 4 cases of GA-FG with chief cell differentiation. 
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During the diagnostic process of GA-FG, endoscopic 
features should be taken into consideration. According 
to previous reports[11,18], GA-FG has distinct endoscopic 
features, such as an SMT shape or a flat/depressed 
shape, a faded/whitish color and dilated vessels on 
the surface, which can provide valuable information in 

the diagnostic process. In the present study, 2 cases 
revealed an SMT-like morphology on endoscopy. For 
these cases, we would have to consider the possibility 
of sporadic carcinoid tumors that may also have been 
centered in the deeper zone of the gastric mucosa. 
The other 2 cases featured a flat mucosa with faded/

Figure 1  Endoscopic findings: Case 1 (A, B), case 2 (C, D), case 3 (E, F) and case 4 (G, H). Conventional endoscopy on white-light imaging showed flat lesions 
with whitish discoloration (C-F) or yellowish submucosal tumor shapes (A, B, G, H). Dilated vessels were shown on the surface of tumors (B, D, F, H).
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whitish discoloration. For these cases, undifferentiated 
adenocarcinoma, mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue 
lymphoma, and normal gastric mucosa with focal 
atrophy would have to be considered as the differential 
diagnoses. Although distinct endoscopic features might 
be helpful in the diagnosis of GA-FG, it may still be 
difficult to discriminate among the differential diagnoses 
by endoscopic findings.

In the process of a histological diagnosis of GA-
FG, dysplasia and adenocarcinoma in the fundic gland 
polyps (FGPs) have to be considered as the differential 
diagnoses. According to previous reports[21,22], dysplasia 
and adenocarcinoma in the FGPs usually arise from the 
foveolar epithelium, which is different from the epithelium 
of the fundic glands. Therefore, these diseases can be 
distinguished from GA-FG. Cases of FGPs with chief 
cell hyperplasia and morphologic atypia have also been 

reported[23,24]. In these reports, structural and nuclear 
atypia in chief cell hyperplastic lesions were detected, but 
they were not diagnosed as adenocarcinoma due to a 
low Ki-67 labeling index. However, it is possible that such 
cases may become carcinomas because they are similar 
to the tumors of GA-FG chief cell-predominant type.

In the present study, all cases of GA-FG were dis-
covered in the early stages. Neither lymphatic nor 
venous invasion was observed despite the presence of 
minimal tumor invasion into the submucosal layer. A high 
Ki-67 labeling index is considered to be related to a poor 
prognosis of gastric adenocarcinoma[25,26]. In our study, all 
cases show a low proliferative index in regards to Ki-67 
expression. No signs of recurrence or metastasis were 
observed during the follow-up periods. Patients with GA-
FG are considered to have a favorable prognosis[11,16-18]. 
In the current report, long-term follow-up of patients with 

A B
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Figure 2  Histological findings (hematoxylin and eosin staining): Case 1 (A, E, F), case 2 (B), case 3 (C) and case 4 (D). Well-differentiated adenocarcinomas 
with columnar cells that mimicked fundic gland cells were observed. Tumors histologically arose in the deeper zone of gastric mucosa (A-D). Irregularly anastomosing 
glandular structures with mildly enlarged and hyperchromatic nuclei were observed (E, F). Minimum carcinoma invasion of the submucosal layer was detected (C, D). 
Neither lymphatic nor vascular invasion was observed. Magnification: A-D (low-power view × 100), E (high-power view × 200), F (high-power view × 400).
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GA-FG using upper gastrointestinal endoscopy showed 

changes that were barely detectable[17]. In our study, 
a 50-year-old woman who was diagnosed with GA-FG 
underwent follow-up endoscopy every 8 mo. However, 
no detectable changes in the tumor were observed, and 
ESD was performed after three years of observation. 
Minimal invasion by the cancer cells into the submucosa 
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Figure 3  Immunohistochemical staining: Case 1. Tumor cells were diffusely positive for MUC6 (C) and pepsinogen-I (E), partially positive for H+/K+-ATPase in 
scattered locations around the tumor margin (F), negative staining for MUC2 (A), MUC5AC (B) and CD10 (D). Magnification: A-F (low-power view × 40). MUC: Mucin.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Age (yr) 42 60 62 50
Sex Male Female Male Female
Location Upper third Upper third Middle third Upper third
H. pylori Negative Positive Negative Positive
Morphological type SMT-like 0Ⅱb 0Ⅱb SMT-like
Size (mm) 4 × 3 5 × 4 5 × 5 2 × 2
Depth of invasion M M SM SM
Lymphatic invasion - - - -
Venous invasion - - - -
Observation time 10 mo 16 mo 28 mo 57 mo
Recurrence - - - -
Outcome Alive Alive Alive Alive

Table 1  Clinicopathological findings

SMT: Submucosal tumor; SM: Submocosa; M: Mucosa; H. pylori: Helicobacter 
pylori.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

MUC 2 Negative Negative Negative Negative
MUC 5AC Negative Negative Negative Negative
MUC 6 Positive Positive Positive Positive
CD 10 Negative Negative Negative Negative
Pepsinogen-I Positive Positive Positive Positive
H+/K+-ATPase NS NS NS NS

Table 2  Immunohistochemical expression of cell differentiation 
markers

MUC: Mucin; NS: Non-specific.
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was observed, but no lymphovascular invasion was 
noted. Our cases also suggest that GA-FG displays slow-
growth and less aggressive clinical behavior compared 
with typical gastric adenocarcinomas. 

Base on the less aggressive biological behavior of GA-
FG, a reclassification of GA-FG as a benign, oxyntic gland 
polyp/adenoma was proposed[16]. However, advanced 
stage GA-FG with unusual clinicopathological features 
has since been reported[19]. It has also been reported 
that GA-FG shows a favorable prognosis with less aggres-
sive clinical behavior but that some cases of GA-FG 
might transform into high-grade malignancies during 
tumor progression[11,19]. A recent study clarified that the 
molecular pathway of GA-FG is different from that of 
conventional type gastric adenocarcinomas[27-29]. Because 
only a few case reports of early stage GA-FG have been 
published, the pathogenesis of GA-FG has not yet been 
elucidated. Further research is needed to analyze the 

molecular mechanism of GA-FG and to evaluate the 
clinicopathological features including those of tumor 
development.

In conclusion, we reported 4 cases of well-differentiated 
adenocarcinoma of GA-FG with chief cell differentiation. 
GA-FG is extremely rare and has distinct characteristics 
that distinguish it from the more common types of gastric 
adenocarcinoma. Future studies will be expected to 
analyze the clinical behavior of GA-FG.

COMMENTS
Case characteristics
Four middle-aged patients without symptom underwent upper gastrointestinal 
endoscopy as a yearly check-up, and diagnosed as gastric adenocarcinoma of 
fundic gland type (GA-FG) with chief cell differentiation.

Clinical diagnosis
Upon physical examination, no significant physical findings were observed.
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Figure 4  Immunohistochemical staining: Case 3. Tumor cells were diffusely positive for MUC6 (C) and pepsinogen-I (E), partially positive for H+/K+-ATPase in scattered 
locations around the tumor margin (F), negative staining for MUC2 (A), MUC5AC (B) and CD10 (D). Magnification: A-F (low-power view × 100). MUC: Mucin.

 COMMENTS
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Differential diagnosis
Carcinoid tumors, undifferentiated adenocarcinoma, mucosa-associated lymphoid 
tissue lymphoma, normal gastric mucosa with focal atrophy, and adenocarcinoma 
in the fundic gland polyps were considered as differential diagnoses.

Laboratory diagnosis
All laboratory data were within normal limits.

Imaging diagnosis
In the upper or middle third of the stomach, a submucosal tumor-like elevated 
lesions or a flat shape with faded/whitish discoloration and dilated vessels on 
the surface were observed by upper gastrointestinal endoscopy.

Pathological diagnosis
The tumors were primarily composed of well-differentiated adenocarcinoma 
resembling fundic gland cells, and diagnosed as GA-FG with chief cell diffe-
rentiation by immunohistochemical staining.

Treatment
In all cases, endoscopic submucosal dissection was performed and complete 
tumor resection was confirmed pathologically.

Related reports
GA-FG is a novel diagnostic entity with getting more reported cases worldwide. 
GA-FG usually shows low grade malignancy and less aggressive clinical behavior. 
Future studies will be expected to analyze the long-term prognosis of GA-FG.

Term explanation
GA-FG is a new diagnostic entity of gastric adenocarcinoma. Endoscopic 
treatment is often performed because of its low grade malignancy and less 
aggressive clinical behavior.

Experiences and lessons
GA-FG has been reported as a new entity and pathologic subtype of gastric 
adenocarcinoma. Recognizing the endoscopic and clinicopathological features 
of GA-FG can prevent misdiagnosis and provide adequate treatment.

Peer-review
GA-FG has been recently reported as a novel diagnostic entity of gastric 
adenocarcinoma. There is little information about GA-FG. In this study, the 
clinicopathologic findings of GA-FG are summarized. It is worthwhile for the 
readers because of its rarity or being less noticed.
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